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ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON STUDENT FEEDBACK

NAME OF THE
PROGRAMME
BA ENGLISH

BTTM

B.Sc
Chemistry

B.Sc Physics

BCA

SUGGESTIONS

ACTION TAKEN

Need pre-requisite training on
grammar
Need OJT as a part of syllabus
To include film studies , photo
journalism in curriculum
Need training for improving
communication skills
Need special skill training
Requirment of career guidance training

Provided certificate course in English
Language Training
Forwarded to BOS
Forwarded to BOS

More practical oriented topics like
petroleum rigging , medicinal chemistry
etc to be added
Need more lab hours, OJT .
Job oriented topics like oil gas
operation, Petroserve etc to be
included
Syllabus is not based on requirement .
Need to include more computer
programming languages
Offering of electives to be enlarged by
adding more updated topics
Topics like cloud networking, Python
etc to be included.
Need special training for Maths

Soft skill training sessions were provided
Soft skill training sessions were provided
Placement cell provided various training
classes
Forwarded to BOS

Zero hours were used whenever necessary
.
Internship and industrial visits were
provided.Certifiacte course was provided
and forwarded to BOS
Forwarded to BOS

An orientation on Robotics given.
Started certificate course on Python
Provided Bridge and Remedial coaching.

B.Sc
Computer
Science
M.ScMaths

M.Sc Physics

Need special training for Maths
Marking system to be made better
Tight time schedule
Syllabus is not based on requirement.
Need to include application oriented
subjects
Need for NET coaching
Syllabus not properly sequenced

Provided Bridge and Remedial coaching.

Forwarded to BOS

Provided by external experts.
Forwarded to BOS

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON PARENT

FEEDBACK

SUGGESTIONS

ACTION TAKEN

Nearly 30% found it difficult in affording the
syllabus

The Departments conducted remedial
coaching classes in cases like that

Inaccessibility of content

College library provided
INFLIBNET,MOODLE facilities

Enhancement of skill oriented learning
Almost 42% commented that course is not
oriented towards job.

Additional certificate courses were provided
Field visits, internships and on-job training
etc. were conducted by various department
so as to equip the students to initiate start up

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON TEACHER FEEDBACK
ABOUT CURRICULUM

FACULTY NAME,
DEPARTMENT

SUGGESTIONS

ACTION TAKEN

LEENA
VARGHESE,COMMERCE

Problem papers should be alloted more in
teaching hours.Socially relevant topics to
be added as part of curriculum

SHYNEY SYED,BTTM

Syllabus should be student centric and
updated.
Need more teaching hours. More job
oriented training required.

Forwarded to BOS and
students are encouraged
to take part in community
extension activities
conducted by
departments.
Forwarded to BOS

Dr.Dhanya.V.,Biotechnology

ThasniFaisal,Biotechnology

Modules are not properly sequenced and
Practical knowledge is less

AnjaleeMuraleedharan,
Dept. of Computer Science

For programming papers, modules are not
properly arranged and basic things should
be added in the first module.

Remya.B.Nair,Dept. of
Computer Science

Recent technologies are not included in
curriculum

Value added course on
Medical coding was
provided to students
Topics were covered
according to sequence and
extra practical
experiments were also
given.
Forwarded to BOS

Certificate courses were
conducted on relevant
topics like LinuX, PHP etc

Deepthi Serene Jose,BBA
Department

Updated topics to be included so as to
equip the students for the business
administrative profession

Workshops were
conducted on department
level.

Dr.Shadiya.M.A,Chemistry

Research oriented topics to be included.
Extension activity including students are
to be done related to curriculum

National Science day was
celebrated every year and
Webinars were also
provided for students.
Forwarded to BOS

ParvathyUnnikrishnan,BA
English

Additional reference materials were not
available online.

Mohammed
Midlaj.K.S,B.Com CA

Current affairs in various sectors to be
included as apart of syllabus.

Forwarded to BOS

Dr. Sreeja.S, Physics
Department

Arrangement of curriculum should be in
such a manner to get more emphasis for
core subject in first two years also.
Examination pattern should be revamped
so as to check the students knowledge. As
a special case in Kerala, Model II physics
students cant apply for teaching jobs in
Secondary and Higher Secondary sections.

Forwarded to BOS. Model
II vocational course
students jointly made a
movement.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON TEACHER FEEDBACK
ABOUT CURRICULUM

SUGGESTIONS

ACTION TAKEN

Nearly 40% commented that
expertization in respective fields are
tough to attain within the boundaries of
the syllabus

Students were exposed to lectures by
internal experts ,seminars or
workshops in various levels conducted
by departments

Inadequate curriculum content to equip
them with effective communication and
team work skills

Soft skill training course had been
conducted in all Saturdays at college

